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Abstract
Verifiable criminal metrics, Glendale Central Library: 222 E
Harvard St, Glendale, CA 91205, an isolated, defined, and
classified metric of Brad J. Beck, Janyce Langlot and Sylvia M.
McCready of Greenacres, Veradale, Tukwila Washington and of a
pipeline into Santa Anita Park Race Track of Arcadia Cali,
Pasadena, Glendale, Alhambra all of Los Angeles County,
10/25/2021 were of multiple, brazen and hostile accosts before
entering Library. With combative proximity and of the stimuli to
cause a fight or flight to exclude, twenty plus years of
homelessness a cause, the criminal demonstration is post security
in loop as its cause, and this is of the intrusion of the area,
the predatory positioning of out of consensus criminality last
night 10/24/2021, adjacent Epic Insurance in Pasadena Cali:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/crim.jpg
With Maslow's Hierarchy a psychological template of profound
abuses and attacks, again, an immediate in Library stated to
cause incident and state, an incremental day today 10/25/2021 and
an always of that opportunity for these long term and grievous
attacks, being in a large, modern, recently built library, the
two to tango lies right behind me:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/criminal.jpg
In the pipeline at where these things are not happening otherwise
and of the profound out of scope and of the Obstruction of
Justice and Dereliction of Duty in respect of the environmental
responsibilities and expectations, I get the contentious security
that tries to trigger an event:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/crime.jpg
With maids, graders, maintenance workers, public transportation,
radios going off all night to agitate and of local definition at
where I sleep, this consternation to disposition psychology and
state is in loop of property and its criminal inhabitants,
particular with maids:
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https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/screenshot_2021
1022-101008_instagram.jpg
From being evicted from the Glendale YMCA in 2001, served papers
on Good Friday for “I don’t need a reason,” from intrusion of my
gig working with Rover.com, stalked relentlessly now after its
demise by criminal Dog Walkers, and of the thefts, violent
attacks, the torpedo of my Uber/Getaround vehicle on May 14,
2019, the metrics are profound anomalies in and of direct
proportion and pipeline by the very person who rammed that
vehicle; even with an observational today of an Uber driver of
that interim then, of these accosts before entering this Library,
this person who rammed that vehicle is an end to end scope of the
following Letter to the then Acting Attorney General Jeff
Session, Ten Reports to follow and now writing Report Eleven:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed-5.jpg
There will be a day when the long-term, grievousness of the
following narrative that involves Aggravating Factors with Career
Criminality scope, Federal Prosecution and Civil Suit is an only
remedy:

Jeff Sessions
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/doj.pdf
Report One
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/08/report.pdf
Report Two
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/09/report_2.pdf
Report Three
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/four-6.pdf
Report Four
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/five-1.pdf
Report Five
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/six-7.pdf
Report Six
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/eight-4.pdf
Report Seven
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/eight-5.pdf
Report Eight
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https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/nin-11.pdf
Report Nine
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/ten-1.pdf
Report Ten
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/eleven-4.pdf
Criminal Rhetorical
This C2C narrative that I tell to myself and others is a tech
insight of GamifiedApp.com, as that unsupervised input “Name” is
reinforced learned on a bottom-up that clusters “Identity” for
the y = 1;, users are extended as B2Cs that is latent with an API
that is a recursive new x;data normalization and cleaning
of cache hierarchy for supply chains and data warehousing and
with blockchain protocols, parameters of y = 1; node
intersects of z containers become supervised Machine Artificial
Intelligence output for B2B benefits in a “missing middle.”
With the domain specifics of ECMcCready.com, those benefits apply
with decentralized e-commerce with ad-based revenue is what any
user can do then. That narrative is not a pathological reference
with 0 to 1 with scope of this combative infrastructure and term,
of the unwanted criminal rhetorical and disruption to cause
problems, exclude and deny all Life, Liberty and Property and
while Gaslighting misinformation for profit and power, an
inundation of fraud and theft, let alone the very image of
America, now a hated country and an embarrassment to those that
have Ethnographic Global scope.
As an API makes data pipelines a 1 to 0 for that new binary of
10, the “disease” of misinformation, this misdiagnosis is
divested for value benefits at where the US alone has an
expenditure of over 750 billion each year, more with such
predatory alignment at were people are targeted and even murdered
by those that occupy the infrastructure of health-care and of
criminal social services of rooted in this Fascism of a Dr. Bob
and Bill W. that advocate garden variety competencies with a
primary focus of being better than others to destroy what others
are better at.
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The unwanted criminal rhetorical that is scope of Glendale
Central Library, Glendale Cali and what is reference to Name,
Identity, Meaning is not a pipeline to the Department of Real
Estate in California so I can become a Real Estate Agent! It is
true that local definition metrics had disrupted and deviated a
DRE that had been previously funded by Social Security’s Plan For
Achieving Self Support (PASS), and now a grievous Human and Civil
Rights Violations With Hate crimes are data warehousing with
their supply chains that harms everyone.
I will submit another PASS as a Game Designer as a job goal to
support my pre-seed objectives in first quarter. It is Advised
that Glendale Central Library, Brad J. Beck, Janyce Langlot,
Sylvia M. McCready of Greenacres, Veradale, Tukwila Washington
respectively be audited post haste, as reference of trajectory to
establish law biding rapport in Los Angeles County, particular
with Arcadia, Pasadena, Alhambra Cali, no amount of pathological,
criminal rhetorical is going to change that backstory, as
navigational Agency in Environmental is diametric to divulge and
achieve Governmental rapport on the technology, that data will
reference Gamifiable LLC.
An Evacuation from proximity defines consensus, so any social
worker, loop into these other areas of substance abuse, emotional
problems or persons on fringes are classified, defined and
isolated as grievous and criminal. I am not a gray area and this
Gaslighting is of a zero tolerance. I have the solution to my
challenges and that will help a lot of people, even change the
world. But first, a domain specific of GamifiableMobile.com preseeds in first quarter and SSA Plan For Achieving Self Support
will have rapport to fund job trajectory for me as a Game
Designer.
“I Will Hunt You Down And Kill You”
Last night, 10/26/2021 the accost was poignant and of the libido
pathology, of unwanted touching, gestures and of an occupational
proximity that lead me into Edgemont Psychiatric Hospital in
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Hollywood Cali in fall of 95. Plied with 80 mgs of Prozac, I had
lost discretion and wound up with crack cocaine in my corn-cob
pipe for about six months; aghast at first that it was a
distribution pipeline in that hospital, this resulted from this
proximal predator, its criminal pathology that exists to this
very day. The two Pasadena PD then, the one had threaten to “Hunt
you down and kill you” was a priori at where I was stabbed in
the left bowel in the Rampart District of Los Angeles and almost
bled to death on the operating table, of this derogatory “stick
it up your ass” loop of Santa Anita Park Race Track of Arcadia
Cali, of that Andy Kamps bar then and of the orchestration of a
blood borne disease, my contraction Hep C 1A 1B at the Huntington
Downs condominium units in Arcadia Cali on Fairview Ave in 91
from Susan Richardson by having unprotected sex with her while
she was having a period: a subsequent cure in a Gilead Clinical
in May of 2012.
The Metro 180 from Glendale Cali to Pasadena last night
10/26/2021 was being shaken by the bus operator and of the
pedophile pathology of this libido sit by me was facing me off to
bake in reactionary and loop with a combative incident at where
Pasadena Police responded, of one of these criminal Dog Walkers
and of who kept accosting, trying to cause a criminal event and
while saying “what are you going to do about it?”:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/20211027_093537
.jpg
Reminding that all metrics of this narrative are now a recursion
and are verifiable as to their classification of career
criminality with Aggravating Factors, of that isolation, I get to
the 99 Cent store at 442 N Los Robles Ave, Pasadena Cali and was
denied entrance because they said they were having an emergency.
Constantly impeded to get food, physical touching and once
attacked, threw out in the parking lot of this location, an
interim where Pasadena Police would not respond, I get to Target
in the Theater District in Pasadena Cali, and the accosts,
stalking and impediment was an obstacle course with door security
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offensive upon exit and posture of this Glendale Central Library
security and staff.
Metro drivers always slam their doors on me, as doors were
slamming this morning at 3:30AM to 4AM and of local definition of
maids, medical labs and of this pipeline of others leaving their
partially open doors as to some weird invite, I get to the
garbage bin at where I sleep behind Epic Insurance in Pasadena
Cali for over twenty years; local definition of my food and
clothing stolen often, of many attacks, the chain fence to that
area is left partially open and of this violation of Maslow’s
Hierarchy scope, of psychological attacks and of its Gaslighting
to destroy my ability to achieve resources and resourcefulness,
so today, 10/27/2021, same patterns of this sit by me out of
consensus, throughout the pandemic an ever more brutal and
combative pipeline, I near the library; of their bipolar climate
patterns, warner in here today, here is one of the leave the door
open predator for reference and its adjacent criminal pathology:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/20211027_092725
.jpg

https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/20211027_092846
.jpg
In the Library, I have some perp adjacent literally slurping his
food to sound like a dog before I could get my headphones on; a
pattern of consternation directed about food, a disturbance, my
prudency and intelligence is way above this, and there is an
embellishment, a chair and of the violation of social distancing,
it is placed next to my frequent and of an out of consensus to
offend and cause emotional, a defensive state, of fight or flight
and usually a pipeline of the maid or the security parameter of
these people that they have been having lain right behind me,
pounding on an object at interim, and there were multiple metrics
of the Dog Walking loop today that explicitly implicate Brad J.
Beck of Greenacres Washington and of an infrastructure of crimes,
in that gig context where they are warning me of this or the
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other and of these Glendale Central Library security and staff to
have unreasonable and criminal dialogue with me by orchestrated
disruptions that align with the blood borne disease orchestration
end to end of this metrics.
Criminal Ethnography
It goes without saying that the challenges in this narrative have
a diametric scope with my location-based metrics, root of 91101,
so inference of the proximal predator to cause state of what one
does not want to indoctrinate, let alone deduce this disregard
for self and or others, of the Uber autonomous accident, even the
Alac Baldwin incident as an end to end pathology for power, for
it is undeniable that vaccination saves lives and there is way
more going on there: misinformation to establish its culture.
Last night, Metro 180 was positioning metrics of the out of
consensus, and this morning 10/28/2019 the pathology of accost,
reference my stepmother Sylvia M. McCready here is impetus of
this parade of metric accosts with their cups of coffee this
morning and of this overlap, me an experienced wushu practitioner
in the parks then, noticing the deviate:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/sylvia.jpg
That a few years ago and post two letters in 95, as one with
trace ash was in a self-addressed letter to 4716 S 144th St,
Tukwila WA, now a “safe house” of that explicit, and the other
self-addressed to CIA Washington DC, 20505. The latter only had
the characters ‘e’ and ‘i’ typed on a blank piece of paper.
Removing first and last characters is a norm to have machine
learn fill in the blanks, and with coffee before coffin in a
dictionary, the scope of data sciences with me, not the pathology
of someone walking back in forth behind me in Glendale Central
Library, Glendale Cali yesterday, for I am the AI Agent in the
environment.
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Getting the accosts with the coffee pathology, from navigating
Memorial Park Pasadena at where criminal positioning of metrics
were, a Pasadena City Guide is part of this culture:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/yelow.jpg
They other side is a parameter, the kids and dog walking metrics
and of its subtle deviate regarding what has now verified of Tony
Robbins as a predator and explicit to these metrics:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/parad.jpg
I have been cultivating in the trenches for decades, so Meisner
Technique is way past Mr. Robbins worries of his daughter’s
concern. On my way, I get a further accost, the most poignant and
in location-based metrics of the binary street-light and of loop
of the illegal jay-walking tickets to me patterns, dodging here
and there to target me multiple times:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/pedotwo.jpg
Central Park in Pasadena loops into this:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/acworkr.jpg
And Metro 180 to Glendale Cali has adjacent stimuli, bus Operator
to quip “have a good day” upon my exit and of its deviate to deny
and impede the signal of the bus to stipulate a stop and to
trigger an event:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/side.jpg
And with these accosts a constant, my obstacle navigation of
those metrics, this is the Criminal Ethnographic before I enter
Glendale Central Library today, 10/28/2021:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/path.jpg
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Summary
The pathology to corner the rat so the mouse will bite is
relentless and criminal to add value, as with Uber.com,
Getaround.com, the screenplays stolen and sold to the Harvey
Weinstein loop with Wes Craven, the Eddie Van Halen reference to
at where I was positioned to contract a blood borne disease of
Hep C, the exclusion of me as a child prodigy in Horse Racing by
Santa Anita Park Race Track, of the circumstance from at where I
was placed on SSA/SSI disability in July of 1989, the eviction
from the Glendale YMCA in 2001, all that Human/Civil Rights
Violations since, last night I am accosted again leaving the
Glendale Central Library by a couple and scope of this incident:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/20211027_093537
.jpg
This morning the second had smoke is proximal to bake in state
and with stalking in the Target in Glendale Cali to impede and
disposition, so wedging a level up and at data pipeline
traversal, I am aware that the backstory is not an instantaneous
resolve; particular with career Ethnographic Criminality and its
Aggravating Factors that subsume and normalize only by Federal
Prosecution and Civil Suit.
The Metro Bus operator today was vociferous as to “Good Morning”
and then “have a good day” upon leaving was a harbor of this
loquacious pipeline of those expressing gratitude within that
compromised infrastructure of the bus, a loop to Glendale Cali,
its Central Library, of a criminal incident orchestrated at an
interim and of the illegal Jay Walking tickets that lead to a
compromised and criminal court room in Pasadena Cali, I get a
Backstage.com out of consensus request:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/ecmccready.jpg
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